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SUBJECT: Architecture for CFHT Sybase Servers: Comparison and Recommendation

QSO-002/Version 1.5/FINAL RELEASE

In this memo we present a comparison of Sybase on 3 candidate architectures and suggest a
choice based on this comparison. Please, note that the software costs given in these tables include
a 20% reduction from Sybase for professional institutions.

Feature Windows NT Linux Solaris

1. Database Software Features
Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE)

Version selected 12.3.1 11.9.2 12
License Type Commercial Free for development Commercial
Availability Now Now Now
Multi-processor Yes Yes Yes
Disk Mirroring Yes Yes Yes
Performance Fair Very Good Excellent
Reliability Low 1 Very Good Excellent

Replication Server (Rep Server)

Availability Now Q1 2000 (with ASE v 12) Now

2. Database Software Costs

2 ASE + 2 Rep Servers + Client Software
+ Extended Support 24/24 7/7 1h
Including 20% Education Discount2

11.4k 11.4k 29.3k

                                               
1 NT Server cannot stand more than a few weeks without needing reboot. Better if machine only used for DB.
2 See attached quotes from Sybase
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Feature Windows NT Linux Solaris

3. Hardware Costs
Selected hardware DELL Precision WS 410/420 PIII 500Mhz

9-13 GB HD
SUN Ultra 60

500Mhz 9 GB HD
Server with 256 Mo. RAM and system disk 2.2k 10k
Additional 40 GB disk x 2 (mirrored) 0.6k
Additional processor 0.3k 5k
Cost for 1 server 2 processors 3.1k 15.6k
Total cost: 2 servers 2 processors each 6.2k 31.2k

4. Total Buying Cost
Total Buying cost (Soft and Hardware) 17.5k 17.5k 60.5k

NB: if using existing server3: -2.2k

5. Installation and Maintenance
Operating System
Local expertise Weak Good and

increasing
Excellent

Remote Administration Difficult4 OK

Hardware
Spares and backups Shared with NEO

(7 PCs + 32 disks ordered)
Yes

                                               
3 Spare server bought for NT database server
4 Need third party software
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Discussion:

Given our prior experience, Windows NT does not show the suitable reliability and performance
to run Sybase as a major component of our information system for several years to come.
Moreover, NT does not allow remote administration for a server located at the summit.

PC hardware is inexpensive and we can share spares with the NEO project machines. Linux is a
stable and reliable OS; it is the choice of both the NEO (for the development machine and the
Waimea observing console) and the Elixir (for the data pipeline machine) projects. Therefore the
local support for Linux will grow. The PC/Linux platform is scalable like Sun/Solaris, but again, it
is much less expensive to add a processor on a PC than on a Sparc.

Sybase on Solaris is used by CADC and we have very good feedback about it. Solaris is one the
industry standard for Sybase (with HP-UX). At CFHT most major servers run Solaris, hence an
excellent level of support. Sun hardware used to be more robust, but this is now questionable.
Given our prior experience with PCs at the summit, there is no real advantage to use Sun
hardware there. It seems that the only real advantage of Solaris is the improved performance,
which allow Sybase to sustain a very high rate of transactions. The QSO project will not need that
level of performance by itself (but it would become necessary if we wanted to track all the
telescope parameters with tremendous accuracy). As Linux continues to build momentum, it is
more and more considered as a good performance/price compromise for database servers, as
related by a number of success stories5. Sybase now consider Linux as a serious alternative to
major commercial unices and has committed to provide the same level of support to that OS6.

Recommendation:

The Replicated Database server is an essential part of the new information system of CFHT, and
represents a five years investment. After comparing extensively the features of the candidate
platforms, their cost, and the requirements for the NEO project, since we do not need the best
available performances of an industry server, we recommend the use of the PC/Linux
architecture for our Sybase servers.

It should be noted that no other purchase than two disks are necessary to start with the first
mirrored Sybase server on Linux since a suitable spare PC was bought for the NT DB server. The
second server, along with the replication software, must be bought before the first Phase 2.

                                               
5 See Sybase success stories at http://success.sybase.com/success/index.stm
6 See Sybase Press Release: “Sybase extends commitment to Linux” at
http://dynamic.sybase.com/press_releases/press_releases/ExternalItem/0,1099,17300,00.html
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